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In today’s visual society, many key moments can be immortalized and shared in just minutes.
Here are some good reasons why you should always carry a camera with you. It is often
suggested to keep a disposable camera in the glove compartment of your car in case you’re
in an accident and need to take pictures of the damage. Have you ever been in a store
and seen the perfect item for someone, but weren’t sure if they had it or would even like it?
How about taking a picture of it for reference so that you could show them? Taking
the photo will even give you a visual reference as to which store you saw it at. So many
interesting life events happen when we least expect them, and it is best to always be
prepared. A surprise run-in at the grocery store with a long lost friend can be captured
when you have a camera with you. I will never forget the day that I went to the ATM to
pull out some cash, only to have a twenty-dollar bill come out with my name written on it
in a Happy Birthday wish. I still wish I had had a camera handy for when I told the story
and no one believed it. Odd things happen to us at all times, and we only get one
chance to prove their existence. Whether taking a nice walk on the shoreline or
reading a book in the park, nature’s finest moments can make themselves known in
the form of a beautiful sunset or a squirrel looking for that perfect tree to climb.
Catching these natural occurrences give us a break from the everyday
and remind us of the simple wonders of the world around us.
So whether you pick up a disposable camera at the corner
store, invest in a digital camera, choose a cell phone with
the camera feature, or stick to a dependable manual SLR,
always keep your camera within reach. The pictures you take may
come in handy or remind you of a priceless moment in time as well.

